
THE STUDY OF MENTAL DISORDERS AS A BASIS 
FOR A PROGRAM OF MORAL AND 

RELIGIOUS RE-EDUCATION 

T HE project upon which I have been 
asked to report is an attempt to dis- 

cover through the study of the disorders 
of the personality the spiritual forces op- 
erative not merely in the disordered con- 
ditions but in the normal life of man, 
and to determine the laws which govern 
them. We are, in other words, seek- 
ing as part of our task in the study of 
the mentally ill to obtain new insight into 
the objectives and the methods of reli- 
gious education. 

We start with two presuppositions: 
1. In  mental disorders we are dealing 

for the most part with maladies of emo- 
tion and volition, of attitude and belief, 
of that which concerns the organization 
of the personality. Organic pathology is 
demonstrable in only about 40 percent of 
the new admissions, while intelligence of 
the sort that the intelligence tests can 
measure is often not affected even in 
grave mental disorder. 

2. The study of the pathological is 
one of the best approaches to the under- 
standing of the normal. Such has been 
the experience of the medical profession. 
They have discovered that disease intro- 
duces no new processes into the body 
but merely destroys the balance and thus 
permits us to observe in exaggerated form 
processes which are present in health. 
Because of the difficulty of bringing un- 
der laboratory conditions the great driv- 
ing forces of love and hate and fear and 
anger the psychologist will do well to 
profit by the experience of the medical 
man and make use of the material of 
which our hospitals are full, material 
which is the product of just the forces 
with which in his laboratory he dares not 
tamper. - 

'Chaplain Worcester (Mass.) State Hospital, R e  
search ~as&iate, Chicago Theological Seminary. 
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Our own attempt falls into two some- 
what different divisions : 

1. The careful observation of the be- 
havior, the ideas, the attitudes of selected 
patients and the effort by means of care- 
fully worked out case histories obtained 
from the patients and from their friends 
to reconstruct the factors which have de- 
termined the behavior which we see. 

2. Experimental work in the treatment 
of specific cases. 

Both aspects of the problem have been 
proceeding steadily. I t  is obvious that 
the latter must proceed more slowly than 
the former. Intensive treatment is a 
more laborious and time consuming task 
than the mere collecting of information. 
Psychotherapy, moreover, does not lend 
itself readily to experimental work. One 
may extract teeth or remove tonsils and 
be reasonably sure of determining the 
effect upon such diseases as arthritis. 
One may administer inoculations and de- 
termine the effect upon such scourges as 
typhoid or smallpox. But in psycho- 
therapy no therapeutic measures register 
except through the medium of the per- 
sonalities of physician and patient. Psy- 
chotherapy, according to Dr. Macfie 
Campbell, is the physician listening to 
and talking with the patient about the 
patient's personal difficulties. I t  is not a 
science but an art, a delicate and difficult 
art, which is little subject to scientific 
measurement. 

Because of the difficulty of measuring 
the results of our therapeutic experiments 
I shall content myself with giving the re- 
sults of a series of studies of the re- 
ligious factors in 45 cases of psychogenic 
mental disorder.* 

Of these cases, 20 were selected not by 
myself but by the physicians in charge 

*. Part of the data which follow were presented 
in Religious Education last month. 
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